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T
he relationship between the atomic
configuration and electronic struc-
ture in graphene nanostructures has

attracted tremendous interest.1�4 While
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has
proven extremely useful in acquiring local
electronic information,5�8 the study of the
atomic structure with STM is complicated:
the contrast in the tunneling current ismore
sensitive to the electronic structure close
to the Fermi level than to the atomic
geometry.9�11 In frequency modulation
AFM (FM-AFM), the frequency shift Δf of
the oscillating tip due to the tip�sample
interaction is measured.12 Sub-angstrom tip
oscillation amplitudes enhance the sensitiv-
ity to short-range forces, leading to im-
proved spatial resolution.13�15 The image
resolution can further be improved by con-
trolledmodification of the chemical reactivity
of the AFM tip apex by picking up adatoms
or small inorganic molecules.14,16�18 AFM
images of graphene and graphite show con-
trast with atomic periodicity.19�21 However,
the contrast patterns vary depending on the
atomic termination of the AFM tip apex and
the tip�sample distance, hampering the
identification of the atomic positions.22�24

Previous AFM experiments on carbon
nanotubes and graphite showed a maxi-
mum attractive force between tip and sam-
ple on lattice sites with a triangular perio-
dicity, consistent with either the hollow
sites or every other atom of the carbon
lattice.21,25,26 Using a Lennard-Jones model,
this attraction was explained to originate
from the hollow site.27 It was only with the
advent of AFM imaging with very low tip
oscillation amplitudes that image contrast
with a honeycomb lattice was achieved
on graphite.20,23,28 Simultaneous AFM and
STM were used to measure both force and

current landscapes above graphite and epi-
taxial graphene.19,22 The topographies were
found to differ strongly depending on bias
settings and distance, making identification
of the true positions of the carbon atoms
difficult.
The role of tip termination and reactivity

in imaging graphene has not been experi-
mentally studied. A recent theoretical paper
based on density functional theory (DFT)
calculations indicated that account of the
tip reactivity should be a key for under-
standing the wide variety in measured
topographies.24 The model predicts that,
for nonreactive tips, atomic scale contrast
will only be observed in the repulsive re-
gime. For reactive tips, an as-yet unob-
served inversion of the atomic contrast
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ABSTRACT Atomic force

microscopy (AFM) images of

graphene and graphite show

contrast with atomic periodi-

city. However, the contrast

patterns vary depending on

the atomic termination of the

AFM tip apex and the tip�sample distance, hampering the identification of the atomic

positions. Here, we report quantitative AFM imaging of epitaxial graphene using inert (carbon-

monoxide-terminated) and reactive (iridium-terminated) tips. The atomic image contrast is

markedly different with these tip terminations. With a reactive tip, we observe an inversion

from attractive to repulsive atomic contrast with decreasing tip�sample distance, while a

nonreactive tip only yields repulsive atomic contrast. We are able to identify the atoms with

both tips at any tip�sample distance. This is a prerequisite for future structural and chemical

analysis of adatoms, defects, and the edges of graphene nanostructures, crucial for

understanding nanoscale graphene devices.
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upon variation of the tip�sample distance (dts) is
anticipated. This inversion results from a change in
interaction between tip and carbon atoms from max-
imumattraction at sufficiently large dts into aminimum
attractive force when Pauli repulsion becomes impor-
tant (at small dts).
Here, we present a study of the effect of tip reactivity

in imaging the atoms of epitaxial graphene using a
nonreactive, carbon monoxide (CO)-terminated tip
and a reactive Ir tip. We examine the image contrast
with both tips at various dts, ranging from the attractive
regime to the onset of the Pauli repulsion regime. This
allows us to provide a consistent interpretation of the
atomic scale contrast patterns at any tip�sample dis-
tance and to identify the carbon atoms in the lattice
and edges of graphene.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows a series of Δf images acquired at
constant height using an iridium-terminated tip. A
reference distance of dts = 0 is chosen for the closest
tip�sample distance that could be achieved while
keeping the tip stable. The patterns reflect the periodi-
city of carbon atoms in graphene and on a larger
length scale (ca. 2.5 nm) a periodicity consistent with
themoiré unit cell for graphene on Ir(111).29 Themoiré
pattern is set up by the lattice mismatch between
graphene and the Ir(111) substrate, resulting in a
topographic corrugation of the graphene layer, as
illustrated in Figure 1b.19,30 For the metallic tip, atomic
contrast can already be observed in the attractive

regime. A triangular pattern of light yellow dots
(smaller attraction) and dark spots (stronger attraction)
is observed. Previously, such patterns were measured
on carbon nanotubes and graphite; the sites corre-
sponding to maximum attraction were interpreted as
corresponding to the hollow sites.21,23,25 Here, we
present an interpretation that is in contrast with this:
the positions of maximum attraction (dark points)
correspond to the carbon atoms in the graphene
lattice, while the spots of weaker attraction (light spots)
correspond to the hollow sites. This interpretation will
be corroborated by the results below. A more detailed
comparison including simultaneously measured tun-
neling current can be found in the Supporting Informa-
tion. At the smallest distance, the contrast pattern is
drastically changed into a lighter honeycomb lattice
(smaller attraction) with in betweendark dots (stronger
attraction). The honeycomb lattice corresponds to the
atomic backbone of the graphene. Hence, the posi-
tions with smallest attractive force (light) represent the
carbon atoms. That the left and right images represent
a true contrast inversion is proven by the frequency
shift�distance curves: position 1 on the light honey-
comb lattice and position 2 on top of a dark spot. The
Δf versus dts curves (Figure 1c) acquired on these two
positions show a crossing and hence reflect the inver-
sion of the contrast pattern with distance. Similar
curves are obtained at different regions of the moiré
pattern (Supporting Information). We remark that this
contrast inversion was predicted by DFT calculations.24

The AFM image acquired at intermediate height

Figure 1. Constant height AFM imaging of epitaxial graphene on Ir(111) with a metallic tip. (a) Constant height Δf images
acquired with a metallic iridium tip at varying dts. All scans are 5 � 5 nm2, and the relative tip heights are indicated in the
insets. The moiré unit cell is indicated by the dotted lines. Regions with brighter contrast correspond to less negative Δf
(smaller attractive force). (b) Schematic of the variation of the tip�sample distance going from themiddle to the corner of the
moiré unit cell. (c) Frequency shift vs tip�sample distance measured above the position of a carbon atom (blue curve) and a
hollow site (red curve). The distance where the atomic scale contrast inverts is indicated by a dashed vertical line. The inset
acquired in the repulsive regime shows the positions of the Δf vs dts curves.
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(Figure 1a, center) shows the honeycomb lattice on the
atop regions in the corners of the moiré unit cell
(typical for short distances, similar to the left picture),
while in the lower parts, the contrast pattern typically
acquired at larger distances (similar to the right picture)
is still visible.
With nonreactive CO-terminated tips, the contrast

patterns are remarkably different. At large dts (Figure
2a, right), only the atop positions of the moiré unit cell
are visible. Here dts is lowered locally due to the out-
ward buckling of the graphene, resulting in additional
van der Waals attraction (more negative Δf, dark, see
also Figure 2b). When dts is lowered, repulsive interac-
tion on sites forming a honeycomb lattice appears. At
medium dts, this honeycomb lattice is only observed on
atop positions in themoiré unit cell (Figure 2a, middle).
At even lower dts, the Pauli repulsion contributes sig-
nificantly to the total force and the honeycomb lattice
is observed over the entire moiré unit cell (Figure 2a,
left). The honeycomb lattice can be interpreted as the
carbon atoms of the graphene (i.e., the electronic
backbone) similar to what was observed on small
organic molecules.14 Figure 2c shows the Δf versus
dts curves acquired with the CO-terminated tip on the
carbon and hollow sites, located on a lower region of
the moiré pattern. Similar results are obtained at atop
regions of the moiré pattern (Supporting Information).
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate how the chemical

reactivity of the tip apex controls the atomic scale
contrast. As illustrated in Figure 3, the atomic scale
contrast can be quantified as a function of dts by
subtracting the Δf versus dts curve measured on top

of a hollow site from the Δf versus dts curve measured
on top of a carbon atom (examples of force curves
directly calculated from the individual Δf vs dts curves
are shown in the Supporting Information). This corrects
for the overall background van der Waals interaction
between tip and sample, giving us a measure for the
force between the outermost tip atom (or CO
molecule) and the carbon atoms in the graphene
lattice. With the reactive iridium tip, we observe attrac-
tive atomic contrast in a 100 pm range of tip�sample
distances. This chemical interaction between the last
tip atom and the carbon atoms of the graphene results
in atomic contrast (attractive or repulsive) in a dts
region as broad as 150 pm. We observe a maximum
attractive force on top of the carbon atomof ca. 150 pN
(Figure 3b). This is in linewithDFT calculations showing
free iridium atoms adsorbing preferentially on top of
the carbon atoms, not on the hollow sites.32,33

When dts is further reduced, we enter the regime in
which Pauli repulsion becomes important. As the
repulsion on carbon atoms is considerably stronger
than on the hollow sites, this results in less overall
attractive force (less negativeΔf) on the carbon atoms.
The difference in repulsion between the carbon atoms
and hollow sites overcompensates the differences in
the attractive forces leading to images with a honey-
comb lattice. This can also be observed in the crossing
of the Δf versus dts curves (Figure 1c) and is the reason
for the change of sign in the Δf difference curve
(Figure 3a).
With the chemically passivated CO-terminated

tip, chemical bond formation between the tip and

Figure 2. Constant height experiments with a CO-terminated tip. (a) Constant height Δf images acquired with a CO-
terminated tip at varying dts. All scans are 5� 5 nm2, and the relative tip heights are indicated in the insets. Themoiré unit cell
is indicated by the dotted lines. Regions with brighter contrast correspond to less negative Δf (smaller attractive force). (b)
Schematic of the CO-terminated tip scanning in constant height over the moiré unit cell. (c) Frequency shift vs tip�sample
distance measured above the position of a carbon atom (blue curve) and a hollow site (red curve). The inset acquired in the
repulsive regime shows the positions of the Δf vs dts curves.
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graphene does not occur (Figure 3a). The difference
in van der Waals attraction for the carbon atoms and
hollow sites is too small to be visible as an atomic
scale contrast in the image. Atomic contrast is only
observed at smaller dts, in the Pauli repulsion regime.
We find a maximum repulsive force on top of the
carbon atoms of ca. 25 pN. This is in good agree-
ment with the observed repulsive force contrast of
ca. 10 pN with a CO-modified tip on a pentacene
molecule.14

Understanding the contrast formation on graphene
enables us to analyze the edge structure of graphene
nanostructures, which is one of the key challenges in
realizing graphene-based nanoelectronics. In Figure 4,
we show first results of graphene islands on Ir(111). The
islands are terminated along the zigzag direction, but
STM experiments have been unable to detect the
theoretically predicted edge states. One possible rea-
son for this is bonding between the graphene edge
and the underlying iridium substrate.

Figure 3. Force curves showing the formation of atomic scale contrast. (a) Frequency shift difference between carbon and
hollow site as a function of tip�sample distance. Measured with a metal tip (gray curve) and with a CO-terminated tip (red
curve). (b) Force curves calculated from the frequency shift difference curves in (a) using the Sader�Jarvis method.31

Figure 4. Frequency shift mapping of a graphene edge. (a) Constant height image of the frequency shift over a graphene
edge measured with an iridium-terminated tip. (b) Zoom-in on the indicated region in (a). (c) Adaptive height scan of the
frequency shift over the edge of a graphene islandmeasured with a CO-terminated tip. Top image is raw data, bottom image
aftermedian line correction and filtering, with an overlaid schematic indicating the positions of the outermost benzene rings.
(d) Filtered image from (c)mapped to the height profile that the tip followedwhile scanning over the edge. The height profile
is determined prior to scanning using STM feedback (100 mV, 30 pA).
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Due to the changing slope of the Δf versus dts curve
and strong changes in the tip�sample interaction, it is
impossible to image the graphene edges in the Pauli
repulsion regime usingΔf feedback. We found that, for
the metal tip, the best results were obtained using
constant height scans over the graphene edge in the
Pauli repulsion regime (Figure 4 and Supporting
Information). However, the strong bending of the
graphene layer toward the Ir surface at the edgemakes
it very hard to determine the exact atomic geometry of
the outermost row of carbon atoms.
A possible solution for this problem is to use adap-

tive height scans with a CO-terminated tip as described
in the Supporting Information. Since the CO-termi-
nated tip is chemically inert, the tip can be brought
closer to the Ir(111) substrate while scanning over the
edge. This finally allows imaging of the outermost row
of carbon atoms, as shown in Figure 4c. We are also
able to atomically resolve one of the kinks (right side of

the image), revealing that the kinks are in fact due to
the onset of an additional row of benzene rings to the
graphene. The distorted benzene rings and apparent
changes in the carbon�carbon bond lengths close to
the edge of the graphene are likely to result from the
flexibility of the CO on the tip apex.18,34 The graphene
island is terminated by nonreconstructed zigzag edges
that bend down by ca. 0.4 Å due to the increased
interaction with the underlying Ir(111) substrate.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have studied how the AFM atomic
contrast in graphene depends on tip termination and
tip�sample distance. This allows us to identify the
atoms from any contrast pattern as demonstrated by
atomic resolution imaging of graphene edges. Com-
bined STM and AFMmeasurements can now be used to
unravel the effect of defects, distortions, and edges on
the electrical properties of graphene nanostructures.

METHODS
Graphene Growth. Wegrew epitaxial graphene on Ir(111) from

ethylene using the temperature-programmed growth
method.35 The Ir(111) surface was cleaned by repetitive cycles
of argon sputtering and flash heating to 1500 K. After the
sample had cooled below 570 K, ethylene was deposited on
the surface (3� 10�6 mbar for 10 s). The temperature was then
raised to 1200 K for 20 s to grow large, mostly defect-free
graphene islands.

STM/AFM Experiments. After the growth, the sample was in-
serted into a low-temperature STM/AFM (T = 4.8 K, Omicron LT-
STM/QPlus AFM), housed within the same ultrahigh vacuum
system (base pressure <10�10 mbar). We used commercially
available W tips mounted on a Qplus sensor (Omicron) with a
resonance frequency f0 of ca. 24.5 kHz, a quality factor of 12 000,
and a peak-to-peak oscillation amplitude of 171 pm.

Constant Height Experiments. Series of constant height maps of
the frequency shiftΔfwere recorded at different heights above
the same area of graphene. Software built-in options (Matrix 3.0)
were used to correct for sample tilt and tip drift. To facilitate
minimum drift, the tip was kept in tunneling contact with the
sample for several hours prior to the constant height scans and
Δf versus dts spectra. Recorded topographies were averaged
over trace and retrace. Although the absolute distance between
tip and sample is not known, the distance between the different
constant height scans can accurately be determined by mea-
surement of Δf versus dts at specific sites in the image and
comparing this to the recorded Δf at this site in the constant
height scans. A reference distance of dts = 0 is chosen for the
closest tip�sample distance that could be achieved while
keeping the tip stable. Frequency shift as a function of the
tip�sample distance (Δf vs dts) curves were converted to
force�distance curves using the Sader�Jarvis method.31

Adaptive Height Experiments. Adaptive height scans were per-
formed using height profiles obtained in STM feedbackmode as
input for the tip height while scanning without feedback in the
Pauli repulsion regime. However, the bond formation between
the metal tip and the iridium substrate induces tip changes at
small dts. This can be circumvented by the use of a CO-
terminated tip, which allows stable imaging over the graphene
edge.

Tip Preparation. The metal tip apex was formed by controlled
contact with the iridium surface, resulting in an iridium-coated
metal tip. The metallic nature of the tip was confirmed by
conductance spectroscopy on the iridium surface. We did not

succeed in controlled pickup of a CO molecule from the
Ir(111) substrate onto the tip apex. Consequently, for the
experiments with CO-terminated tips, we followed the pre-
viously introduced procedure.14,19 The tip was prepared on a
Cu(111) surface, resulting in a copper-coated metal tip. Then
10�9 mbar of CO was leaked in the vacuum chamber for
10 s, resulting in ∼1/10 monolayer of CO molecules on the
copper surface. A single CO molecule was picked up as
described previously; the nature of the tip apex was con-
firmed by the observed contrast inversion in STM feedback of
the imaged CO on the copper surface. Subsequently, the
Cu(111) was exchanged for the graphene-coated Ir(111)
sample, after which the CO tip was carefully approached.
The stability of the CO molecule on the tip apex through the
experiments on the graphene was confirmed by changing
back to the Cu(111) substrate with adsorbed CO molecules
and checking the contrast above the CO on the copper in STM
feedback.
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